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Abstract
This study is a view into the beginning of feminism especially the female entry in literature. 
The Victorian era was a period of dramatic change that brought England to its highest point 
of development as a world power. However, the inequalities between man and woman were 
still as they had always been; very severe. It would take women in Britain a longer time to 
convince society of their rights, than women in many other European nations. But slowly a 
new female self-awareness gained ground in British society; through literature women could
re-invent themselves as unattached creatures, not just existing as extensions of their male 
spouses or guardians, they could convey their own thoughts and ideas on life and 
womanhood to each other and share experiences and perhaps most importantly; literature 
gave women a way to express themselves independently for the first time in history; a whole
new perspective on the world now emerged; the woman’s perspective. This project aims to 
give two examples of how this was done. Through analysing two major works of the time, 
written by two of the most famous writers of the 19th century, it will shine a new light on 
what a feminist agenda is, how it is conveyed through literature in different ways, what it 
meant to be a woman in Victorian England and how and why feminist literature had its' 
beginning here. 
 
Introduction
In the project we are going to focus on two English works—Aurora Leigh — which is the 
verse novel written by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and Goblin Market which is one of the 
most famous poems of Christina Rossetti. The reason why we selected these two writers is 
that even though both of them were from the upper-middle class and commonly known as 
feminist writers, they criticised the Victorian society from their own perspectives, by using 
very different methods. Furthermore in the project we aim to show how they illuminate 
feminist concepts through their works. In addition we will analyze what sort of influence 
Victorian society had on their works. Then we will discuss the specific women’s issues and 
the ruling norms, and how they are illustrated in the works. The project is relevant, because 
of the feminist development throughout the age we are working with; in 19th century 
Britain, the women were extremely excluded from society. It was generally believed that 
women were supposed to live a quiet restrained life without seeking any activity beyond the 
household. In spite of the severe social tendency for women a large number of female 
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feminist authors emerged, and expressed their emotional conflicts between being a writer 
and being a Victorian woman. In many ways, they founded the gender equality, we as 
women enjoy the privileges of today.
Hypothesis 
Beginning with the claim that our chosen works illustrate concepts of early feminism, we 
have had to work with that as a primary assumption, and the goal then becomes to support 
this claim during the study. 
Therefore the primary assumption becomes; 
Elisabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti have a feminist agenda behind their 
works Aurora Leigh and Goblin Market. 
 
Theoretical considerations
As we would like to trace down feminism in the literary examples we have chosen, we have 
to first study feminist theory more closely. The concepts that we have been looking for, have
been defined as feminist concepts, which we will depict in the theory section. We will be 
looking at domesticism, sexuality, employment, sisterhood, education and political 
inequality as concepts from the feminist agenda, in order to trace the manifestation and 
influence of early feminism in the works we wish to discuss. We chose to read select 
chapters on key issues in feminism, in From Eve to Dawn, A History of Women in the 
World, Volume I by Marilyn French, and The Women's Movement and Women's Employment
in Nineteenth Century Britain, by Ellen Jordan, in order to create solid background 
knowledge on what feminism entailed in the Victorian age. The concepts defined here as 
feminist issues we will then thoroughly describe, and in the later analysis depict in the 
works. 
Methodological considerations
When working with these literary texts we have chosen a comparative approach to the 
feminist issues and concerns we are working with, and a close-textual reading of the works. 
From the feminist critical school we are working with feminist literary criticism. We choose 
it, because we want to show how looking at the texts from a feminist point of view, could 
reveal new angles on the concepts, the stories and the characters. We will challenge the male
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centered outlook on the works and on women, that otherwise dominated the criticism of this
literary era. Feminist literary criticism suggests that women in literature were historically 
presented as objects seen from a male perspective, and it's our aim to present an alternative. 
A feminist literary critic resists traditional assumptions while reading through the material in
order to reveal something new and unconventional. In addition to challenging assumptions 
which were thought to be universal, feminist literary criticism actively supports the 
inclusion of women's knowledge in literature and values women's experiences.
Research questions
·         What women's issues are illustrated in the two works and how?
·         What kind of influence do their works have on the cultural context/literary era, 
and vice versa?
·         How do the two authors develop feminist concepts through their works?
·         Why are Elisabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti criticising the 
ruling norms of the Victorian Age?
Research boundaries
We have had to delimit our research as to not overestimate our own capabilities. Every 
choice we make in our research also involves not choosing options that might have been 
equally beneficial. In this case, we have had to pick two specific works of Victorian feminist
literature, where a more general angle with many more examples might have been better, as 
to show a general tendency in Victorian literature. Also we have had to narrow down the 
number of feminist concepts we choose to study, and to focus on the ones depicted in our 
chosen works. For example, the concepts of sisterhood, domesticism, employment, marriage
and sexuality are very well represented in the works, where political inequality, voting and 
lawful inequalities are not. 
 
A more general choice of concepts within the feminist theory might have given a broader 
perspective on, what exactly a feminist agenda includes. However, it has not been the 
purpose of this project to show general societal tendencies, or to elaborate on feminist 
theoretical concepts as a whole. The aim has been to illustrate examples of how literature 
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can embody societal problems that are otherwise ill spoken of. This is the reason for the 
limiting choices we have made.
 
Motivation
The motivation for this project has been to illustrate how literature can shape the course of 
history, and bring societal problems to awareness that are otherwise considered taboo. That 
was the general drive behind our project; more specifically we wanted to work with 
literature in the beginning of feminism. We wanted to focus on a specific cause in Victorian 
society, and study just how it was depicted in prominent literature of the time. This lead to 
the choice of works to study, and since we had never worked with poetry as a literary genre 
before, we thought Aurora Leigh and Goblin Market would serve our purpose perfectly, 
whilst still presenting to us a nice literary challenge.
 
The Victorian context
Before we begin the study, we will describe the context in which the works were initially 
written as an introduction to our theory section. This functions also as an introduction to the 
historical period, and the purpose is to create the historical background on which we 
understand the works and the feminist issues described within them. It is connected to the 
research question concerning how the works are influenced by the historical context and 
vice versa. The Victorian context is very present in Aurora Leigh; society as a background 
upon which the story unfolds, directly influences the actions and course of the characters, 
and is an open subject of discussion between them. Society's norms become the center of the
conflict and the obstacle in the way of happiness and harmony between the genders. This 
can be seen as a direct parallel or depiction of the real Victorian society, in which the verse 
novel was initially written, and therefore also as a direct literary feminist criticism of it. In 
Aurora Leigh the oppositions to society are depicted many different ways, here are a few 
examples; the aunt as a representation of Victorianism enforces the very real restraints and 
limitations of women's rights and possibilities, if they were not married. She threatens to 
toss Aurora on the streets as the spoiled brat she believes her niece to be, disillusioned that 
she as a woman has a choice in the matter of her life.
 
Secondly, Victorianism is shown through the fate of Marian Erle becoming a 'spoiled 
woman' as a consequence of the rape. Her life is only saved with the help of Romney and 
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Aurora, but the possibility of marrying is no longer open for her, when she turns down 
Romney. No other respectable man would have her and her bastard. This would also be true 
for a woman in her position living in Victorian England. The context is a little harder to find
in Goblin Market, however there are strong themes and symbols depicting Victorian 
ideology; sexual restraint, purity, domestic life, religion and marriage as being the only 
happy ending for women. For example; Jeanie who should have been a bride, is tempted by 
the goblins and then die. This depicts that fallen women have no future, which was a real 
threat in Victorian society. The only reason Laura survives her sin, is because her innocence 
is restored by her sister and she can therefore be made suitable for married life.
 
The sexual restraint the sisters have to show in order not to lose their innocence is also 
connected to the Victorian idea; eroticism is not for women and it will corrupt them. The 
punishment for lechery is to be barred from marriage, and not being able to take care of 
themselves with no husband, ultimately death. As the possibilities for single fallen women 
were extremely limited at the time, this can also be linked to the historical context. Most 
ended up in prostitution, poor-houses or starved. The domestic life as a part of the 
appropriate female lifestyle is also depicted through the house chores illustrated in Goblin 
Market. The difference is that they seem to be living alone with no guardians. 
 
Aurora Leigh received a lot of criticism from male reviewers, and even some from the 
feminist reviewers. However, it does have a strong revolutionary impact upon the reader and
the possibilities and limitations of women at this time are clearly illustrated and must have 
had influenced its readers. We believe Aurora Leigh inspired women to think differently 
about their own ambitions and capabilities, and even though the ending is a compromise 
between the life of the male and female, the general tone is empowering to the female. 
Goblin Market we believe must have been more popular and less criticised, because it still 
praises a lot of the Victorian ideas, although it does this whilst empowering women and their
role in Victorian society. This way a lot of the puritan women and conservative men would 
not perceive it as a threat and would be more likely to accept it into their homes and onto 
their shelves. In other words Aurora Leigh would reach the women, who already fought for 
independence and they would feel inspired and relate to the passion of the main character, 
who share their revolutionary beliefs. Goblin Market would reach the women, who did not 
already experience their oppression, whose literary freedom was censored and who did not 
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already engage in the cause. In this way one could say the targeted audiences are different.
 
Victorian Literature
In the 19th century a large number of feminist writers emerged due to the dramatic changes 
of society following the industrial revolution. Many women writers aimed to explore sexual 
differences and reconfigure female subjectivities in their fiction, as well as elaborate on the 
debate of widening women’s opportunities of employment, education, politics and public 
rights. The female writers had many different thoughts of what feminism was though, and 
conveyed them through their work in a variety of ways. For instance, some writers showed 
their dissatisfaction and anger towards society directly through their work such as Mrs. 
Barrett Browning; some were more indirect and had other views of feminism. This sort of 
literature was intensively popular and broadly received among middle-class women in the 
era. George Egerton’s Keynote (1893) denies the image of the ideal Victorian woman and 
insists on sexual freedom. It was printed at eight editors and translated into seven languages 
in two years. Moreover, Sarah Grand’s The Heavenly Twins, questioning the restriction of 
gender roles and women’s career beyond the boundaries of home sold 2000 copies in Britain
and 100,000 in America. 
On the other hand, the works which stressed women’s spiritual superiority to men without 
just criticising the existing gender roles were also received broadly such as Cristiana 
Rossetti’s Goblin Market, or Hanna More’s Structures on the Modern System of Female 
Education (1799). More's work influenced many women and was described as “addressing 
women of rank and fortune, on the effects of their influence on society” (Jordan, 2014; 49). 
Mary Ann Stodart’s Female Writers: Thoughts on Their Proper Sphere and on Their 
Powers of usefulness (1842) which claims women’s absolute moral superiority, is also 
regarded as one of the most influential books of the time. Although the many Victorian 
writers focused on middle-class interests and ideals, there were some writers who targeted 
working-class women. Among these we count Charlotte Elizabeth Tonna (1790-1846), 
Charlotte Brontë (1816-1855), and Frances Hodgson Burnett (1849-1924). Their works 
addressed the social issue of the working-class women, especially the treatment of the 
female factory workers, and they were significantly supported by lower-class women. 
Christina Rossetti aims to show that men and women do not necessarily have only male or 
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female features. Conventionally females were considered supporters, and males as heroes. 
Rossetti does not only write about women's image but of both sexes. No oppositions 
between male and female are clearly presented in Goblin Market, but a mixture between 
genders is implied. She writes about the woman as a creature who can embody all roles.
 
On the contrary Elizabeth Barrett Browning presents much opposition between man and 
woman and women and other women. There are always two opposite types of women in the
novel. The reader is introduced to independent and dependent personas, a rebellious 
character and a conventional one, or a strong personality and a weak one. The main 
protagonist is depicted as strong-willed and tough. The ending of the verse novel shows that
a woman can be strong enough to succeed both in work and in love, whereas the Victorian 
Era only permitted one of those dreams to come true. Marian Erle first appears as a weak 
woman, easily influenced by other characters and living through others. Although in the end
she shows her strength by rejecting men and living independently. Her fate tells us that 
women are not destined to be small dependent beings.
 
In more conventional Victorian literature the female characters are stereotypes representing 
women in society. There are three types of them: the 'old maid', the 'fallen woman' and the 
''angel in the house'' (Chouiten, 2012; 7). The old maid is unattractive and bitter because she
has never gotten married. Her figure aims to show girls, that marriage is the ultimate 
privilege they must strive for. The fallen woman is often depicted as a martyr, her misery 
aims to show girls, that they must not have sex before marriage. The ''angel of the house'' is 
the perfect housewife, she serves her relatives and ensures harmony at home; she is 
beautiful and passive as well. Women were stereotyped for the benefit of patriarchy, as they 
indoctrinated women's upbringing (Vicinus, 1973). 
 
Even though the stereotype of the old maid is not represented in Goblin Market and Aurora 
Leigh we can presume that they are evoked in the latter work; when her aunt says to Aurora 
that she should have accepted Romney's proposal, we can assume that she attempted to 
prevent her from becoming an old, bitter, single woman. We find many examples of the 
stereotypes in famous Victorian works, especially in literature by male writers.
 
Charles Dickens presents in his novel David Copperfield, the character of Agnes Wickfield, 
a very loyal wife devoted to family values. As her mother is dead, she has control of the 
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management of her father's household, and she wears a basket containing the house keys at 
her waist (Hardy, 1986). Another example is in Bleak House by the same author. In this 
novel the female who is caring, self-sacrificing, modest, loyal, nurturing and subordinate to 
men, is incarnated by Esther Summerson, whose emblem is the basket of household keys as 
well. The baskets of household keys these two characters own represent their domesticity. 
They are to stay inside to take care of the house. 
 
This characteristic is not seen in The Goblin Market and Aurora Leigh, because the main 
characters are independent women. Aurora emancipates herself from domestic ideology 
refusing to get married. Marian Erle is the image of a weak individual but then wakes up as 
an independent being, capable of living and raising her child on her own. As for Lizzie and 
Laura, they live without men during most of the story. They accomplish domestic tasks but 
also male actions by being the protagonists of the plot. These four women are complete 
opposites of traditional housewives in Victorian novels. Dickens sentimentalizes the fallen 
women. In David Copperfield, Little Emily is lured by the villain Steerforth, who seduces 
and abandons her. She is saved by another fallen woman, Martha, a prostitute. The author 
warns young women against sex, but he wants to be sympathetic, and suggests that society 
should be more compassionate toward innocent girls, and wiser in educating them 
(Barickman, MacDonald, Stark, 1982). 
 
Most fallen women are portrayed as victims of social circumstances or unscrupulous men. 
The same feature exists in Aurora Leigh; Marian Erle has been fooled by society and by a 
man, and thus becomes a fallen woman. Although Aurora accuses her of being seduced by a 
man, she finally understands her and the two women become friends. The theme is 
presented in a different way in Goblin Market; Laura has been seduced by the goblin men in
the poem and loses her purity. As a woman with no virtue she is to die alone, but she is 
eventually redeemed by Lizzie, and both of them get married several years later. Rossetti 
does not state that sex is a bad thing, or that sin condemns the spoiled woman to demise, but
rather that a fallen one can always be forgiven and that sin is not irremediable. Thus, the 
images of women in the works we study are not necessarily opposed to works written by 
men. All works bring up the same themes but Goblin Market and Aurora Leigh do it in an 
innovative way.
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Having described the historical context and the Victorian society in further detail, we realise 
how it is present in the works we have read. This leads to a broader understanding of the 
issues illustrated through them and the urgency of female emancipation. This connects of 
course to our primary assumption; that the writers have a feminist agenda, and to the 
research question of how they develop feminist concepts through their works. The agenda is
present through the developed concepts of feminism, which were major in Victorian society.
We now move on to the general feminist theory section. 
Theory
The theory section is meant to function as a general illustration of what feminist theory 
entails. The aim is to show what a feminist concepts is, why it is, and to create an overview 
of feminist key issues especially connected to Victorian time, literature and ideology. We 
will go through two prominent works written by two feminist theorists and study how they 
describe feminist concepts connected to this particular time in history. The aim is to define 
what we will be looking for in the works through the analysis, and why we will be looking 
for these particular concepts in order to demonstrate a feminist agenda.
 
Victorian female poetry began in the early nineteenth century as occupying sections in the 
annuals. In professional and financial terms, this was important for the feminist agenda 
because they provided for the first time for women a reliable source of income, a practical 
working world, a professional status and a framework of supportive literary social relations. 
The female ground in literature was growing, and awareness of otherwise hidden or denied 
capabilities of the female mind surfaced. Frederic Rowton writes in his introduction to The 
Female Poets of Great Britain;
 
”The fact that this is almost the first book expressly devoted to the poetical 
productions of the British female mind, tends strongly to prove that women's intellect
has been overlooked, if not despised, by us hitherto: and that it is high time we 
should awake to a sense of our folly and injustice.” (Reynolds, 1999: 27)
 
When working with works of Victorian literature, aiming to show depictions of feminist 
concepts, identifying and defining those specific concepts is essential. This next section will
aim to do just that, referring to Marilyn French's feminist work on women’s rights history in
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Britain and Ellen Jordan's work on women’s conditions in nineteenth century Britain. But 
first an introduction to the Victorian ideology, its' literature and how the historical context 
influences the works in question. 
The Victorian ideology
The twilight years between Romanticism and Victorianism could be said to belong to 
women at least in literary terms. The popularity of women’s publications both supported and
testified to a widespread feminization of literature the world had never seen before. 
However the Victorian ideology still reigned in social, cultural and domestic life. After the 
ambitions of Romanticism, the idea of 'home' came to represent national, domestic and 
gender stability, comfort and safety. Home, with its' embodiment of property, legitimate 
family and peace became the idealized goal, for which England had won the war with 
revolutionary France. With these two currents running through Britain alongside each other, 
it is interesting that this domestic ideology in female literary terms becomes the domain of 
deep anxiety, regret, distrust and unfulfilled longings. The critique of the Victorian ideology 
is depicted either overtly or covertly throughout female poetry of the time, but conflict 
occurs even between the female writers themselves. This created great unrest and a thematic
ambiguity. Leighton writes:
 
”From Hemans to Mew, home is either an ideal that is yearned for, or else a prison 
house from which to escape […] all pivot on the double meaning of home which runs
through women's poetry: home may be unhomely, the woman's place may have shut 
her out, it may not be the woman's place at all.” (Leighton, 1999: 36)
 
Religion was a very prominent factor in the Victorian lifestyle. The bible acted as a 
guideline for moral consciousness, gender roles and the social responsibility of setting a 
good example. Women had a greater responsibility because as guardians of the moral purity 
of the children and therefore the future of the nation, their good and most of all virtuous 
examples was the most important. It also influenced the written literature a great deal, 
seeing that literature, especially poetry, was viewed as morally educational. 
 
Therefore allegories, metaphors and themes similar to those in the bible were not at all 
uncommon. Victorian England was a deeply religious country. A great number of people 
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were habitual church-goers, at least once and probably twice every Sunday. The Bible was 
frequently and widely read by people of every class; so it was easy for readers of all classes 
to understand the references. Yet towards the end of Queen Victoria's reign, the hold of 
organized religion upon the English people began to slacken for several reasons.
 
A few features defined the Victorian woman; they were said to be asexual, they were the 
guardians of morality and had to remain pure, they were the 'soul' of the house and had to 
stay at home to serve other people. Ellen Jordan claims that the assumption based on the 
biblical description of the creation that women were infinitely inferior to men, was not 
really accepted by the middle-class women, because women were looking for some form of 
heroic justification for the pattern of their life (Jordan, 2014: 220).
 
Instead of the old doctrine of the separate spheres, this new interpretation called “the Angel 
in the House myth” emerged. It saw women not as men’s inferiors but as spiritually their 
superior. Although the new interpretation was not accepted universally, it played a major 
role in reinforcing the dictates of propriety. Jordan insists that the “Angel in the House 
myth” gave women a reason for their existence which allowed them to maintain their self-
esteem in the patriarchal society. (Jordan, 2014: 418)
 
Marilyn French - From Eve to Dawn- A History of Women in the World 
(2008)
French is taking issue with the expectations of married women and has become a leading, if 
controversial, theorist and author on gender issues who decried the patriarchal society she 
saw around her. Gloria Steinem, a close friend, compared the impact of her work on the 
discussion surrounding women’s rights to the one that Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man had on 
racial equality 25 years earlier. From Eve to Dawn: A History of Women in the World is built
around the premise that exclusion from the prevailing intellectual histories denied women 
their past, present and future. Despite carefully chronicling a long history of oppression, the 
last volume ends on an optimistic note, said Florence Howe, who recently retired as director
of the publishing house: “For the first time women have history,” she said of Ms. French’s 
work: “[...] The world changed and she helped change it.” (Sulzberger, l. 56: 2009)
 
French describes a number of different women's issues, feminist concepts and gender 
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inequalities throughout. The most prominent of these being the right to vote, domestic 
confinement, marriage, wrongful labeling of women's capabilities and their limitations, 
patriarchal language and rhetoric, juridical inequalities, unequal pay, employment and the 
desexualisation of the female gender. She describes the conditions under which women's 
suffrages had their violent birth in Great Britain. As to explain how the new awareness of 
gender inequality in Victorian Britain came to pass, she offers the explanation that the anti-
slavery bills and abolishment of racial oppression in global politics made it clear to women, 
how close their own situation was, to the one of slaves; "The antislavery crusade had made 
them aware of the similarities between slaves and women, and that female abolitionists were
in vanguard of feminism." (French, 2008: 245)
 
Discussing this notion it is hard to say whether or not this has been the only reason. One the 
one hand, there were similarities between the two minorities and their key issues, but they 
seem too different to connect as irrefutably as French does. After all it was a time of general 
unrest, and many power structures seemed to be crumbling, not just structures of race and 
gender, but also of class and religion. In all likelihood the emancipation of women became a
part of the general emancipation of mankind from the powerful conventions of the old 
world; patriarchy, imperialism, religion and nobility.
 
Ellen Jordan - The Women's Movement and Women's Employment in 
19th century Britain (2014)
Ellen Jordan's treatment of the expansion of middle class women's work is an essential piece
of women's history. Her book is described as perhaps the most influential and 
comprehensive work made of women's social, economic and societal history. She argues 
that the way femininity was defined in the first half of the century blinded the employers to 
the suitability and effectiveness of young female labor, limiting the possibilities for 
unmarried women to support themselves. The historian Megan Smitley writes;
 
“Ellen Jordan's discussion of women's employment and the 'Women's Movement' 
meets its aim of deepening understanding of the social and economic factors 
influencing the expansion of women's work in nineteenth-century Britain.” 
(Smitley, 2000: 2) 
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She demonstrates that as a result of the efforts of the Women's Movements in these early 
decades of feminism, employers began to see the advantages of employing women, and 
women too began to realize that they would not risk their femininity by stepping outside the 
home and onto the workspace. We now proceed to the elaboration of the feminist concepts 
discussed in these prominent works, and how they are described by our theorists in relation 
to the historical context.
 
Sisterhood
French states that the suffrages were important, not just because of their feminist cause, but 
because they created a sisterhood between women that wasn't influenced by class, economy 
or social status. She explains that women knew the impossible position they were in; trying 
to gain a political voice, and that they were bound together by common oppression and a 
common goal to end it. She gives examples of both upper, middle and working class women
fighting alongside each other for the right for women to vote, with violent outcomes, 
suffering and sacrifices.
 
Political inequality
One of the most prominent of the women's issues is political inequality and the ability to 
vote. Women from every social layer came together in this cause. The upper class women 
would usually get more judicial leniency due to their heritage, but especially working class 
women were severely punished for their transgressions and disobedience. In 1918 due to 
continued protesting the vote was granted to single women and wives over thirty years of 
age (if they were married to a man within the Local Government Register). The age limit 
prevented them from becoming a majority of British voters, and so they kept on protesting 
until the age limit was lifted in 1928. However, winning the vote did split up the female 
solidarity previously described: "After winning the vote, women did not maintain the strong 
sisterhood achieved by the suffragists. They did not vote as a bloc, but allowed class (in the 
United States color) divisions to fragment their voice." (French, 2008: 252)
 
Married women did not legally exist and were literally owned by their husbands; also they 
had no rights over their children. If the fathers died the mothers were not allowed to keep 
the children; they had to live with the nearest male relative of the father, for example a 
brother, uncle or grandfather. In case of divorce, which was extremely rare at the time, 
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women could not visit their children. If a wife left her husband because he was unfaithful, 
the husband could sue her, but if she committed adultery, she lost everything and was 
abandoned. In these cases women were always disinherited, the only possibility of 
inheritance would be for a woman to be the unmarried sole heir of her family, and even then
it was customary that the funds were bound by law until she had a husband to administrate 
them.
 
Ellen Jordan insists that during 19th century, women were generally defined as “relative 
creatures” of men in society (Jordan, 2014; 83). This thought was based on the biblical 
description of creation where God said; “[...] it’s not good that men should be alone: I will 
make him a help meet for him.” (Genesis, 2:18). This belief that women were the property 
of their male relatives was seen as so natural, that it was not discussed or disputed as a 
truism. She also claims that this thought had significant influence on the women’s political 
rights. Men established themselves in individual parties, in social contexts and as entitled to 
political rights and duties. Women on the other hand could not; because of the dramatic 
changes it would impose on the patriarchal relationship between the 'helper' and the 'owner'. 
It was thought inappropriate for women to become lawful citizens, because they were 
defined as creatures that could only exist by having a relationship with men, and thus they 
did not belong in public society.
 
Employment
Another very prominent issue that French elaborates on is the inequality in the workplace. 
French states that World War I, was the leap forward for women in industry, because they 
could now occupy jobs usually reserved for men. Women still didn't receive equal pay for 
the work they did though. Sylvia Pankhurst (a suffragist) is referred to, for having; "[...] 
denounced the government for the war and for exploiting female labor." (French, 2008: 251)
This being said, many suffragists and feminists were for the war effort. A problem arose 
when the men returned from the war though, male solidarity forced many women out of 
their jobs, but because women were paid less than half of what men earned in the same job, 
some kept their employment. The fear of being replaced due to war related budget cuts 
created another reason for men to banter and harass women in the workplace.
 
Most Victorian women did not work. As the 'souls' of the house, they were condemned to 
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stay inside and take care of the children and the home, while their husbands worked and 
provided for them. They could be allowed to do charitable work and help poor people and 
prostitutes. French quotes many examples of women, who helped unfortunate ones: 
Elizabeth Fry (1780-1845) for example decided after a visit of Newgate Prison, and after 
seeing the awful living conditions of hundreds of women and children, to help the inmates 
earn a living. In spite of the strong domestic ideology, the 19th century was actually the very
first time where women could live alone and work. They could live with other women and 
work in workhouses, hospitals or schools. They had to quit when they got married though, 
because marriage bound them to domestic duties, and working while married would be seen 
as undermining the role of their husbands. Ellen Jordan states that in the late 1850s and 
1860s, working within a family economy was still felt to be the ideal for women (Jordan, 
2014; 160). Furthermore, it was generally believed that work should not take married 
women out of their homes and away from their families. Especially in the working class the 
mother was also regarded as a burse and home-servant.
 
Because of their education women could rarely succeed in having important and varied jobs.
But they were allowed to be nurses because females were said to have an innate capacity to 
take care of others. They earned low wages if they earned one. Although there were several 
women who complained about the inequality, the first half of the century the moral pressure 
on women to accept the restrictions of propriety increased. However, in 1870 the married 
women's property act was passed, which allowed them to earn revenues superior to 200£ a 
year.
In the upper middle class women with a rich family could live with their male relatives 
easily. The women from lower middle class whose fathers or husbands worked, for example 
as shopkeepers, farmers and tradesmen did not necessarily need to fear destitution when the 
male head of the family died, because they could keep and continue their family business. 
However, some women from the upper middle class whose husbands were professional men
or worked for a salary wage were particularly vulnerable, because if the men died, the bulk 
of the income died with them. Therefore in the 1860s society started reforming, trying to 
promote the employment of women. The job options they had were still extremely limited; 
usually they could become nurses, teachers and dressmakers. Moreover, their wages were 
too low to provide more than bare subsistence for a woman with no family.
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Language
French uses language and rhetoric to emphasize her feminist point of view throughout. She 
also writes that language was a powerful tool for the early feminists. The women's reform 
networks worked because they kept within the boundaries of what was considered 
appropriate; home and church. Adopting rhetoric of domesticity and purity, they were able 
to circumvent established male authorities and social structures, because they did not at first 
perceive them as a threat.
 
Sexuality
The asexuality of women, the female gender and their bodies is mentioned mostly as being a
problem amongst women. French states that because the Victorian ideology of female purity
was still broadly practiced and believed, it turned women against each other. She writes that:
 
"[...] individual women remained hobbled by belief in female asexuality, moral 
superiority, and the appropriateness of certain arenas for their sex, not to mention 
their sense of sex as tainted. Such beliefs, along with biases of class and race, led 
women to disavow other women." (French, 2008: 253)
 
This meant that the domestic ideology both united women and fragmented them. Their 
social and domestic lives were entirely dependent on their appropriateness and purity. This 
phenomenon would completely confine female sexuality, not just within her marriage, but 
throughout her entire existence. If a woman was considered 'spoiled' or 'impure' for some 
reason, she would fail to be the virtuous example and be labeled a bad influence instead. 
Other more virtuous women would then scorn her, judge her and avoid her in the future.
 
At the time, women were said to be asexual 'by nature'. French notes a change in this, 
because in former societies, women were said to be ravenous always craving for sex. In the 
Victorian era their sexual role was to soothe their husbands when he came home from work, 
and to contain male sexuality, so as to safeguard their husbands' morality from lechery. Most
of the time they were utterly ignorant about sex, because they were taught to think that it 
was sinful and frightening. Moreover, women's own sexuality was denied; scientists did not 
understand female bodies, and did not try to understand them. 
The womb was believed to be the cause of every woman's disease; when a man caught 
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tuberculosis, it was due to a germ in the air, when a woman caught it, it was due to her 
uterus (French, 2008; 168). Marilyn French explains that to be cured from the symptoms of 
menstruation, young girls were ordered by doctors to do domestic tasks. French gives her 
own definition of what it is to be a woman during the Victorian era: ''True Womanhood was 
defined by four virtues: piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity.'' (French, 2008: 129)
 
Domesticism
The domestic ideology described the borders within which women were forced to live. 
French describes that this occurred all over the world at this time, and that it was made a 
primary rule of society and how it functioned. The separated spheres between man and 
woman became very physical: the woman was limited to the house, church and the houses 
of other women. The man could go anywhere he pleased but usually spent his time away 
from the house; at work, in the gentleman's club or elsewhere. Having lived like this for 
decades, French states that women eventually accepted their home as a sort of prison: 
"Confined within the domestic realm, they embraced the confinement and simply 
proclaimed their sphere to be the world." (French, 2008: 253)
 
This would explain why most of the women suffrages began in women's networks 
concentrated around the home. Unfortunately this confinement would become increasingly 
unsafe and uncomfortable for the women engaged in women's rights movements. French 
explains how a woman is publicly slapped by her husband on returning from a meeting, and 
proclaims that it was a lot worse at home, where there were no witnesses. She quotes an 
exsuffragist: "Public disapproval can be faced and borne, but domestic unhappiness, the 
price many of us paid for our opinions and activities, was a very bitter thing." (French, 
2008: 247) One of the other problems the domestic ideology posed for women French 
illustrates through the example of a woman, who has become fragile and incapable of taking
care of herself, because she has never had to. She describes her as being "childlike" and 
anxious about hurting others or asserting herself (French, 2008: 249).
 
Ellen Jordan picked up one depiction of the 'ideal wife' which is made by Hannah More 
(1745-1833) who intensively asserted that women had to accept that God had designed for 
them a subordinate position in a patriarchal household. She argued that this position offered 
them great opportunities for exercising a Christian influence on their husbands and children 
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and through them influence on the nation. The picture she drew describes the woman who is
well educated as her husband and with an even more refined morality, though nevertheless 
prepared to live a quiet restrained life. Mores' early work also carries the message to women
that they had an obligation to the power of their influence for the good nation.
 
Education
During the Victorian era women were not educated, at least not in the same sense as men 
were. Girls from upper and middle class were taught at home or in small private girl-
schools, but they only received basic knowledge in music, drawing or modern languages. In 
her work Education, Gender and Social Change in Victorian Liberal Feminist Theory, Joyce
Senders Pedersen wrote this was:
 
''[...] an education which emphasized social and artistic accomplishments rather than 
intellectual achievement, prized sociability more than individual distinction, appealed
to individuals’ emotional sensibilities rather than imposing impersonal, public 
standards of excellence, and groomed girls for marriage and a dependent social role.''
(S. Pedersen, 1987: 506)
 
Girls usually started school late. John Stuart Mill stated that such a way of educating aimed 
at ''the sentiments rather than the understanding'', leaving women ignorant of ''larger 
interests or higher moral objects,'' and failed to teach them self-dependence (Mill, 1869: 
227). He also wrote in 1830 that education was the ''first and indispensable step [...] towards
the enfranchisement for women''. Also he makes the point that “education strengthens 
reason which is associated with freedom and enables an individual to be independent.” 
(Mill, 1830: 74). 
 
In the latter half of the 19th century new types of public boarding and day schools for girls 
appeared later also the first women's colleges. The girls were taught rigorous courses in 
addition to subjects taught to boys. However due to a lack of money, the colleges had 
inadequate libraries. Liberal feminists like John Stuart Mill and Emily Davies thought 
women could prove their value in having success on female subjects in addition to male 
subjects as mathematics or history. Thereby they had to catch up with many new courses. 
Women had to prove they were as clever as men to be considered equal to them. 
Conservatives thought there was a cognitive difference between the sexes, as well as 
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physical ones. This led to the belief of differences in mental and moral constitution as well, 
and thus different education ideals were needed for men and women.
 
Maria Grey believed a reform in women's education would give a solution to the problem of
prostitution, because educated people would share sexless interests (S. Pedersen, 1987; 
302).  With education women would be able to choose between marriage and independence.
Liberal feminists thought women's education would be profitable to the whole of society.
 
Conclusive on the theory section what these key issues tell us, is mainly that women at the 
time had many restrictions in their daily lives: their individuality was denied them, as they 
were supposed to live only through the existence of a husband or family. Moreover their 
education did not allow them to learn other ways of living. The ideology was passed down 
upon them from society, from family and especially their mothers and grandmothers, who 
firmly believed and practiced it. In other words they were not free, and could not think 
freely either, until controversial literature broke the silence of women in submission. It had 
always been men writing about women, but this was about to change. 
The notion of sisterhood and female solidarity began to emerge in the social groups, 
charities, fundraisers, book clubs and other communities where women could assemble. 
Here they found support out of the house and away from church, and works of several 
female writers with the cause close to their hearts thrived. Now women had a chance to 
correct the misconceptions of their gender, and we are able to get a more nuanced view on 
womanhood through them. Through our following analysis we offer the woman's 
perspective on her own life in the Victorian time. This connects to our primary assumption; 
the feminist agenda in literature, because this became the new playing field of feminist 
awareness. In order to efficiently study a primary assumption as this one, one has to define 
what exactly a feminist agenda is. Also it is vital for the study of these concepts, to fully 
understand them, not just in this historical context but as general women's issues that are 
still important today in many countries around the world. The feminist theories must be 
behind any analysis of the emancipation of women, both in history and present time.
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Analysis of the literary works
Whilst analyzing the two works we chose different models and therefore different ways of 
analyzing. For the verse-novel Aurora Leigh we chose to analyse through a conventional 
text analysis model for novels, since our opinion was that it would fit the text better. Being a
mixed genre this was necessary, in order to show and work with all the important details 
including content as well as textual structure; for example the changes in narrative, the use 
of irony in language and still remain focused on the feminist themes. In our analysis of 
Goblin Market we had to take a different approach. Here we worked with a narrative but 
more archetypical poem, and so we chose to analyse it as such using a conventional poetry 
model. This all connects to our methodological considerations, since it will be a part of our 
close-readings of the texts. The aim of this analysis is to go in depth with female poetry of 
the time, to study the ways feminist concepts are illustrated and why. It functions as an 
example of how feminism gained territory in literature, and is rooted in our research 
question concerning how female writers developed feminist concepts through their work, 
and another research question concerning exactly what feminist issues are illustrated and 
how. We begin with the close-reading analysis of the texts.
 
Analysis of Elisabeth Barrett Browning's Aurora Leigh (1857)
 
The genre of this work is a verse novel; a mixture between a poem and novel. Marjorie 
Stone suggests that this mix could represent the mixture between genders, since the genre of
poetry was considered to be a male art and the novel a woman's métier (Chouiten, 2012: 10, 
Stone 1987: 115). The verse novel presents a unique possibility of narrating in the 
descriptive form of an epic and the precise though abstract form of poetry. The author, 
Elisabeth Barrett Browning, has been a known poet throughout the Victorian age, supported 
in her endeavors by her husband, who was also a poet. She published Aurora Leigh in the 
later years. Her writing career, receiving much critique from different angles of the writing 
community, some believed her work to be supporting the patriarchal social structures in 
society and some believed Aurora Leigh to be a feminist beacon in contemporary literature 
at a time, where women all over the country were struggling for equality (Chouiten, 2012: 
16). Although known for her poetry, especially Sonnets from the Portuguese (1850) and 
Poems Before Congress (1860), Aurora Leigh is the only verse novel she has written.
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Narrative
The narrative changes between 1st and 3rd person. Sometimes the story is narrated from 
Aurora's own point of view, describing her own thoughts and deeds; sometimes the narrator 
describes other character's thoughts:
 
" 'Why, God,' thought Marian, 'has a missing hand
This moment; Lucy wants a drink perhaps.
Let others miss me! Never miss me, God!' " (IV, 44-46)
 
This means we are also dealing with an omniscient narrator. This narrative style also makes 
use of panoramic descriptions of the scenery. The characters are described through what 
they say and do, not directly by the narrator. However, when using the 1st person narrative, 
looking through the heroines own eyes, she does describe the other characters and states her 
opinions about them, as shown below;
 
"An arrow shot into a man that's dead,
To prove a vain intention? Would I show
The new wife vile, to make the husband mad?
No, Lamia! Shut the shutters, bar the doors
From every glimmer on their serpent skin!" (VII, 179-183)
 
The different narrative 'modes' change throughout the verse novel, both direct and indirect 
speech is present, but mostly direct speech and dialogue is used.
 
Language
Through the choice of language the author purveys important information about her work. 
The language used in Aurora Leigh is typical for the time in which it was written. Because 
of the genre, the language switches between being descriptive and poetic, using a lot of 
figures of speech, metaphors and irony. The spoken language is generally always polite and 
characterised as the British upper class sociolect, however there are examples of 
transgressions, where our heroine speaks out of term according to the common social 
norms;
 
"'Farewell, Aurora, you reject me thus?' He said.
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'Why, sir, you are married long ago.
You have a wife already whom you love, 
Your social theory. Bless you both, I say. 
For my part, I am scarcely meek enough
To be the handmaid of a lawful spouse. 
Do I look a Hagar, think you?'
'So, you jest!'
'Nay so, I speak in earnest,' I replied." (II, 457-467)
 
The dialogue is one of the most used tools in Aurora Leigh. It displays the nature of the 
characters, their thoughts, opinions and persona, which is essential to the message and 
themes of the text. The verse novel typically uses general figures of speech, symbolism and 
metaphors which characterises the genre of poetry, and it is no different in Aurora Leigh. In 
the first person narrative our heroine describes her views for example through different 
types of imagery. Here a personification is used to describe the plain nature of women's 
motive and ambition in life;
 
" 'The woman's motive? Shall we daub ourselves
With finding roots for nettles? 'Tis soft clay
And easily explored. [...]
'Well, after. There are nettles everywhere,
But smooth green grasses are more common still;
The blue of heaven is larger than the cloud.' " (VII, 1-3, 11-13)
 
She uses the personification as a comparison between women's motive and the common 
nettle, whose roots does not lay deep in the ground and is easily picked. But also she 
stresses the fact, that nettles are found everywhere; there is nothing extraordinary about 
them, though still women settle for ambitions as shallow as the roots of the nettle. Also she 
uses another image, 'the blue of the heaven is larger than the cloud' in this case to illustrate 
that women's motives and goals are the background upon which the cloud (the 
extraordinary) is seen, in this case perhaps compared to the motives of men. 
 
The tone of the text, describing the general attitude of our characters and the narrator, can be
somewhat humorous in an ironic way. Irony is used mostly by the heroine to illustrate her 
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opinions on the ruling norms of the society she is in. In approaching the question of gender 
in this verse novel, it isn't a coincidence that irony has been chosen as the type of humor and
tone. The demand for seriousness and restraint, even tighter on female writers, made it hard 
to overtly use typical kinds of laughter, whereas irony as being an indirect form of humor, 
left a possibility of indirectly ridiculing or criticising society or characters representing it.
 
As shown below, Aurora describes her aunt's provincial activities with clear irony and 
detest, she is for example drawing attention to the obvious horrible condition of living a life 
in a cage, still exhibiting the aunt's very failure to see this;
 
"The poor-club exercised her Christian gifts
Of knitting stockings, stitching petticoats,
Because we are of one flesh after all,
And need one flannel (with a proper sense
Of difference in the quality) - and still
The book-club, guarded from your modern trick
Of shaking dangerous questions from the crease
Preserved her intellectual. She had lived
A sort of cage-bird life, born in a cage
Accounting that to leap from perch to perch
Was act and joy enough for any bird" (I, 297-306)
 
Composition
The author has parted the verse-novel into nine books of approximately thirty pages each. 
This we believe is a conscious choice since the books were published after each other, so 
that interested readers could wait in suspense for the continuance of the story. The opening 
is in medias res; she starts out with one of our heroines many monologues about literature, 
but there is no depiction of setting or description of surroundings. The story is presented in 
chronological order, however in the later books the characters do reflect upon their past, and
how they used to be, without using flashback or by other means disrupting the chronological
time frame. The author uses a wide range of contrasts between characters and different life 
perceptions to highlight the important subjects throughout the story and message of the 
work. 
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There is a clear mise en abîme; the overt story is that of a young, rebellious female writer, 
who through opposing the social norms of her era, tosses away a chance of conventional 
love and family, to reach her literary ambitions as an artist. Later she realises the sacrifice 
she has made and second-guesses her initial choice, whereby she ends up with the man she 
has loved all along. The covert story is the story of the ambiguous conflict between 
professional (male) and emotional (female) happiness and the presumed impossibility of 
those coexisting. It is a philosophical story of how women in this era, suppressed by social 
norms, have to choose between the two and therefore at least in one aspect of their lives will
remain unhappy and unsatisfied. The heroine’s fate depicts the possible of a compromise 
between the two; one can therefore say the story has a somewhat happy ending.
 
The ending seems closed describing the togetherness of our two lovers. The effect the 
ending has on the reader is surprise, not in as much, as the two lovers get each other in the 
end, as were the endings of many classical love stories written through the Victorian era, but
in the fact that our heroine ends up moderating her political and philosophical views on 
gender and equality. Throughout the story she has been the strongest, fiercest advocate of 
her choice of professional happiness as opposed to emotional; it comes as a surprise that she
would end with accepting and appreciating the importance of a compromise between the 
two.
 
Characters
Mrs. Barrett Browning uses her characters not only to tell the story, but to depict the 
different perspectives on the societal conflict she writes about. Her characters attain a kind 
of symbolic value, which we will try to show through this chapter. For the sake of limitation
and a proper overview we have chosen to analyse not all, but the most prominent characters 
of the story.
 
Aurora Leigh
Heroine of the story. The plot and characters are mainly described through Aurora's words 
and her narration. She is a proud and strong-willed woman; she writes poetry. She is a rebel 
and does not act like most of the women in the Victorian Era. As an example, Aurora 
vigorously rejects Romney's proposal in book II, whereas at the time women usually did not
have such a strong nature, and as her aunt later informs her they usually didn't have a choice
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either;
 
''What you love,
Is not a woman, Romney, but a cause:
You want a helpmate, not a mistress, sir,–
A wife to help your ends . . in her no end!
Your cause is noble, your ends excellent,
But I, being most unworthy of these and that,
Do otherwise conceive of love. Farewell.' '' (II, 432-438)
 
But it's not just on personal matters, she protests. She is very critical in general of matters 
concerning gender equality. In book III we read that she worked for three years in a house in
Kensington, which is a way for her to discuss women's employment. Aurora asserts that 
work is a very good thing for women. She says she did good things and bad things, which 
she is proud of, because she did them on her own. Her work creates her independence. She 
also rejects people who think she should not be working: ''Get leave to work in this world
-'tis the best you get at all'' (III, 166-167)
 
“And when people came and said 'you work too much, you are looking ill'
I smiled for pity of them who pitied me” ( III, 287-288)
 
Through all of this we can see that Aurora refuses all forms of patriarchy. In book I we are 
told that her education made her what she is, she believes her father wanted her to be a 
learned independent woman, in opposition to other females whom she considers weak, 
dependent and with a very basic and unpractical education. However, Aurora evolves 
throughout the verse novel. In book VIII she realizes, that she is in love with Romney and 
wants a family. Her utter rejection of patriarchy prevented her from accepting these wants, 
and she learns that her convictions are not incompatible with marriage and family life.
 
Romney Leigh
He is Aurora's cousin and represents the Victorian man. He proposes to her, and when she 
refuses him he then initiates a relationship with Lady Waldemar. Later he breaks up with 
her, because he falls in love with Marian, who eventually refuses him as well. Thus, he 
returns to Lady Waldemar. Aurora does appreciate Romney, though she cannot get over his 
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masculinity. She tells Lady Waldemar: ''Who tells you that he wants a wife to love? He gets 
a horse to use, not love'' (III, 770-771)
 
Aurora states that Romney remains a man after all, and he only wishes to get married to 
exploit his wife. Later on her opinion changes; Aurora meets Marian who confesses her 
story. She met Romney, who seemed to be the first person to pay attention to her, and who 
doesn't care about her ill fortune. This passage shows that, in spite of Aurora's words, 
Romney is a good being. The only thing, that he is blamed for is being a man. In book IX he
comes back to marry Marian and wants to adopt her child:
 
''I take her as God made her,
and as men must fail to unmake her,
as my honoured wife'' (IX, 206-207)
 
Lady Waldemar
Lady Waldemar becomes the image of the ideal Victorian women. She represents the kinds 
of women Victorian society brings up, and embodies the ideology with all its advantages 
and disadvantages. Because of this she is often depicted as a crook; Aurora does not speak 
highly of her and doesn't like her. The feeling is somewhat mutual, since Lady Waldemar 
notices Aurora's rebellious nature. Below she talks about female poets in opposition to (real)
ladies: “'You stand outside, you artist women, Of the common sex'' (III, 431-432)
 
“Love's course, nature's course […]
we fair fine ladies, who park out our lives from common sheep-path,
cannot help the crows from flying over.
Ladies have heart, artist women are but 'lay-figures'” (III, 484-490)
 
Lady Waldemar states Aurora is an atheist, because she is a lay-figure, which is false and 
wrong to her. It's not true though, Aurora believes in love and God. Although she is depicted
as being ignorant, she is not a stupid character; she knows how to manipulate people. For 
instance, she succeeds in making Marian believe, that Romney does not love her anymore. 
Thus she also becomes the crook in Marian's life as well.
 
The Aunt
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The aunt is another symbol of an ideal Victorian woman. She could be what Lady Waldemar
grows up to be. She is a very conventional character, who believes thoroughly in the old 
ways, and tries tirelessly to correct her rebellious niece, who overall finds her convictions 
somewhat silly and contemptible. Mrs. Barrett Browning makes the aunt an indirect reason 
as to why the role of women in society must change. Looking through the eyes of our 
heroine, the aunt is rather a sad character; tragi-comical in a way, living a life, no one should
be content with. Though still she is utterly satisfied, mainly because she doesn't know any 
better and has never striven further. The real problem with the Victorian Ideology she is 
brought up in arrives, when she tries to impose this fate upon the next generation as well, as 
she does with Aurora. The aunt shows how women of the Victorian age, not just men, 
oppressed other women and tried to force them into submission. Below she tries to force 
Aurora into marrying Romney;
 
“'What stuff!' she answered; 'are they queens, these girls?
They must have mantles, stitched with twenty silks,
Spread out upon the ground, before they'll step
One footstep for the noblest lover born.'
'But I am born,' I said with firmness, 'I,
To walk another way than his, dear aunt.'
'You walk, you walk! A babe at thirteen months
Will walk as well as you,' she cried in haste,
'Without a steadying finger. Why, you child,
God help you, you are groping in the dark,
For all this sunlight. You suppose, perhaps,
That you, sole offspring of an opulent man,
Are rich and free to choose a way to walk?
You think, and it's a reasonable thought,
That I besides, being well to do in life,
Will leave my handful in my niece's hand
When death shall paralyse these fingers? Pray,
Pray, child,–albeit I know you love me not,–
As if you loved me, that I may not die!
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For when I die and leave you, out you go,
Unless I make room for you in my grave!” (II, 615-635)
 
Marian Erle
Marian is the victim of the story. She represents the tyranny of male over female and in 
general the tyranny of society over females. Aurora meets her in book III, and Marian tells 
her own story; she was beaten by her mother, who then wanted her to become a prostitute. 
Marian escaped from home and ended up ill in a hospital for the poor. That is where she 
meets Romney. When Aurora meets her in Paris, Marian explains her fate as being a result 
of lifelong oppression: ''Man's violence, not man's seduction, made me what I am'' (VI, 
1277-1278)
 
She means that men changed her. It was not men's kindness and comfort that made her, it 
was their oppression, their desires and their greed. We are told that Marian was raped and 
left pregnant with the rapist’s child. Her rape could be seen as a symbol of men's control 
over women's bodies. Furthermore, she is also a victim of Victorian women's power over 
other (weaker) women, because she was beaten by her mother, and manipulated by Lady 
Waldemar into believing Romney did not truly love her. However, at the end of the story, we
see that Marian has gotten strong. When Romney comes back to her, she refuses him 
wanting to live on her own and raise her child without a man. Though she finds her strength 
in independence, her fate is not a happy one. She tells Romney that she is incapable of 
loving anything or anyone else than her child. She even refers to herself as already dead, 
broken by men:
 
''But for me Once killed, . . this ghost of Marian loves no more,
No more . . except the child! . . no more at all.
I told your cousin, sir, that I was dead;
And now, she thinks I'll get up from my grave,
And wear my chin-cloth for a wedding-veil,
And glide along the churchyard like a bride,
While all the dead keep whispering through the withes,
'You would be better in your place with us,
'You pitiful corruption!' At the thought,
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The damps break out on me like leprosy,
Although I'm clean. Ay, clean as Marian Erle:
As Marian Leigh, I know, I were not clean:
I have not so much life that I should love,
. . Except the child.'' (IX, 398-412)
 
Themes
This verse novel has many different themes, of which we have chosen to focus on a few but 
general. We have done this in order to upkeep the relevance for the purpose of the project, 
focusing on feminist concepts as described through our works.
 
Love is the main theme of Aurora Leigh, every important character has to face it at some 
point, and this notion acts as the engine of the plot. Aurora Leigh is indeed, above all a love 
story. Of course the first character we think about, when love is discussed, is Aurora. She 
refuses Romney's proposal but eventually comes back to him, because she has realizes she 
is in love with him. This can mean to show the reader, that love is a very powerful feeling 
which cannot be beaten, even by pride and strength of will. In book III she tells Lady 
Waldemar that she believes in love and God equally. Such a comparison aims to show the 
strength of love; it can be seen as a powerful entity which, like God, rules the life of human 
beings. In book IX it is said that love is a holy concept, closely related to divinity and 
Christianity. Aurora says:
 
''Art is much, but Love is more. [...]
Art symbolises heaven but Love is God
And makes heaven'' (IX, 679-682)
 
She thus states that love is even more important than art; her love for Romney is even more 
important and powerful, than her wish to be a famous poet. However, the complexity of love
for both sexes is also implied. In book VI Aurora says:
 
''We play a weary game of hide and seek!
We shape a figure of our fantasy,
Call nothing something, and run after it
And lose it, lose ourselves too in the search,
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Till clash against us, comes a somebody
Who also has lost something and is lost,
Philosopher against philanthropist,
Academician against poet, man
Against woman, against the living, the dead'' (VI, 292-300)
 
This quote we interpret as a list of ideological oppositions between characters; philosopher 
and philanthropist, academic against poet, and, what is more interesting, man against 
woman. This quote implies that not only are sexes opposed in their features, but also in their
ideologies. As two participants in a debate they will never agree on the way the world works
or should work, because they are raised in different worlds with different ambitions and 
ideas. The last line means, that in spite of their opposition men and women try to find each 
other to live in harmony. They try to understand each other even though one loses a part of 
one's ideals in this endeavor, which could be the compromises one makes to be in a 
relationship. More ideological; the man loses his emotional side, the woman her 
professional side. The metaphor of the game ''hide and seek'' we interpret as a representation
of the search for love. For example, it is the way we see Romney, who seeks to marry the 
one he loves, but when rejected, seems to just desperately wanting to marry someone. All 
his attempts fail, until he realises no other woman than Aurora will do.
 
Another prominent theme is oppression. The representative of the oppressed woman par 
excellence is Marian Erle. She represents the victim of the verse novel; manipulated and 
used by both males and females. She appears to be a naive woman, who can easily be 
exploited by others. In Paris Marian is raped, which we interpret as a mark of men's tyranny;
they have power over women's bodies. After this ordeal an extended metaphor appears 
throughout the rest of the novel when Marian states, that she is dead. Obviously it is the rape
that killed her metaphorically; destroying her capacity for love, which as we interpreted 
above, is a condition of life. 
 
In a confession she makes to Aurora in book III, we are told that she was beaten by her 
mother - herself beaten by her husband - who then wanted her to be a prostitute. We can 
interpret this passage as showing a continuation in men's oppression over women; as 
Marian's mother was beaten, she repeats that despotism on her daughter. Such a 
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phenomenon is seen in another character as well; Aurora's aunt, a very conventional woman 
who was so conditioned by the Victorian ideology, that she mirrors this oppression on her 
niece; threatening her into marrying Romney. It depicts a vicious circle of oppression; an 
oppressed woman will always try to oppress other women convinced it is the right and 
proper way to live. Moreover, it is read in Aurora's opinion about Romney, though she does 
appreciate him and thinks he is a good man, she cannot get over the fact, that he is a man, 
and therefore is bound to oppress women. She believes he only wants a woman as help, to 
use her as a domestic aid. Even when he saved Marian, he could want to marry her in order 
to exploit her. This shows another facet of the ideology; even good, well-meaning people 
can be conditioned into thinking as society grooms them to think. This is what Aurora fears 
about Romney.
 
The last main theme we have chosen from the story is independence. The typical 
independent woman is found in Aurora. Her only purpose seems to succeed in becoming a 
good poet. She rejects Romney's proposal and shows by this, that she would rather be 
independent than tied down. She claims her independence during the whole verse novel, 
stating she does not need a man, saying other Victorian women are weak, shallow, 
dependent and uneducated. She even blames Marian for letting herself be seduced when she 
was raped. 
 
However, in the last book, she realizes that she envies people, who have accepted love and 
because of this, she comes back to Romney. This decision might be odd when it concerns a 
woman claiming her independence, but it is not the case here. The main female character 
succeeds in being famous and acknowledged for her poems and finds true love; she has 
success both in work and love. This is very significant because at the time, women could not
obtain both. Their education and the limits set by society prevented them from this 
achievement; they were condemned to get either a successful love life -which according to 
Victorian ideology means to get married and have children-, or a successful work life- in 
this case within the field of literature. That is to say novels, for poetry belonged to men in 
the Victorian Era.
 
The story is about the opposition between success in love and success in 
literature/profession, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning showed both could be combined. 
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What is more, the verse novel shows that women's dependence on men was not clandestine. 
The character of Marian Erle is a significant example of this idea. She lived an awful life 
where she was beaten by her mother, manipulated by Lady Waldemar, raped and left 
pregnant. She is the symbol of oppression against women but emerges as a strong woman at 
the end. This is a final twist where Marian shows an unsuspected independence, and where 
Aurora shows an unsuspected dependence on love. This doesn't mean that one is strong and 
the other weak, when we take into account the rest of the story, we depict both as tints of 
strength that the author wrote to encourage women into think they can embody both.
 
Setting
Aurora Leigh is mainly set in Florence, London and Paris during the 19th century. At this 
time, a long term peace and great prosperity were brought by the industrial revolution in 
Britain. The population increased dramatically because of the high fertility rate and low 
mortality rate. A number of groups of men started claiming their liberty, equality and 
fraternity, and entitled the political rights and duties of citizens. Although these intensive 
civil rights movements were carried out, women were still being ignored and excluded by 
the society in this era, popularly called the Victorian Age.
 
There was an iconic image of the ideal Victorian woman; she would be well educated as her 
husband and with even more refined morality, nevertheless, prepared to live a quiet 
restrained life, influencing her husband with goodness, but not seeking any activity beyond 
household. Moreover, it was also strongly believed, that women who worked outside the 
household took the risk of “unsexing” themselves and could bring shame on their family 
(Jordan, 2014; 121). Therefore, the women who stayed single in order not to become 
domestic servants were often thwarted by these crucial Victorian social norms and the 
people living by them.
 
In Aurora Leigh the author shows a strong aversion to the Victorian patriarchal society by 
depicting a main character, who eagerly craves artistic success rather than the emotional 
satisfaction as a woman. Here Aurora’s rejection of Romney’s marriage proposal plays a 
significant role, because the reaction is an “angry woman uttering a sentimental attack on 
male insensitivity” (Chouiten, 2012; 251), and her attack is not actually on Romney himself 
but on the long patriarchal tradition which he represents.
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In the middle of the 19th century a large number of liberal feminists started claiming the 
importance of education for women. They believed that by giving an intellectual education 
to girls, they would have an opportunity to choose between marriage and career, which 
meant that women would be free from the temptation or necessity of marrying for material 
reasons. In Aurora Leigh the author also criticizes the education of women through Aurora’s
aunt who tries to educate her niece in a very conventional way. During the early 
19th century the girls of upper and middle-class usually studied to achieve artistic and social
accomplishments in private forums just like Aurora.
 
The 19th century became the first time in history where middle-class women could live on 
their own wages free from conjugal or clerical authority, even though the wages for women 
were extremely low. Although they could not enter the male arena in the workspace, they 
expanded the domestic realm to include women's workhouses, hospitals and schools. 
According to this it is possible to say, that the scene where Aurora leads a life with Marian 
and her baby in Florence shows the possibility of economic independence from men, even 
though they are bound to have a poor life.
 
Atmosphere
In Aurora Leigh the author often directly describes nature to create the magnificent 
atmosphere. Especially in the scene when Aurora comes to Italy she depicts the beautiful 
landscape by representing the specific geographic names. We interpret that Aurora nurtures 
a special feeling towards Italy which reminds her of her father.
 
“I found a house, at Florence, on the hill
Of Bellosguardo. “Tis a tower that keeps
A post of double-observation o’er
The valley of Arno (holding as a hand
The outspread city) straight toward
And Mount Morello and the setting the sun,-
The Vallombrosan mountains to the right,
Which sunrise fills as full as crystal cups” (VII, 541-548)
 
She also describes nature and landscapes when Aurora talks about the old days. By 
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depicting the seasons and spectacle of her time with Romney, she creates a nostalgic and 
characteristic mood. Also she shows the changes of their relationship by following the 
changes of the seasons.
 
“The days went by. I took up the old days
With all their Tuscan pleasures, worn and spoiled,-
Like some lost book we dropt in the long grass
On such a happy summer afternoon
When last we read it with a loving friend,
And find in autumn, when the friend is gone,
The grass cut short, the weather changed, too late,
And stare at, as at something wonderful” (VII, 1093-1100) 
Message
Our interpretation of this work is closely related to the historical context in which it was 
written. It is clear, that Mrs. Barrett Browning describes some very visible problems with 
gender roles, power relations and social norms. The message of the story, carried through by
the characters, we believe concerns the compromise that our heroine achieves at last. The 
complete segregation between men and women both physically, ideologically and socially, 
creates only confusion, misunderstandings and unhappiness for both parties. The idea 
behind the story is that both sexes must have equal rights, equal space in both male and 
female arenas like the workspace or in the home.
 
We believe the author is trying to create an awareness of these problems, and the intention is
to show that a healthy balance between the genders is preferred in comparison to the 
domination of one sex over the other. With the ending compromise she aims to show, that it 
is not the domestic or female values themselves that create oppression, but the confinement 
and ambition to seek these values solely and be content with that. The female and male 
values are equally worthy and important in order to obtain happiness, but on their own they 
both become insufficient. The nature and the past of the heroine prove that women are
capable of working and having ambitions which were said to be male features in 
Victorian time. This of course links to the feminist theory concerning the key issues of 
employment and domesticism; through this message of compromise the professional life 
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becomes available for the woman, which was very much lacking in Victorian society.
 
The aim of the text is furthermore to educate and influence the reader with this new 
awareness. To show the female readers that might identify with the typical Victorian ideals 
that they can and should strive for more than domestic bliss. That they are indeed capable of
just as much intellect and education as men, and that though they might not see it, and might
be content with it, they are in fact living in cages. For the male readers the awareness is 
supposed to reveal, how they degrade women when they confine them. And though they 
might mean well, caging their women in is not protection; it is crippling. Living a life in 
confinement girls will never grow up to be adults, they will never learn how to handle the 
challenges of real life that will inevitably hit them. This connects to the key issues of 
domesticism and education; the message clearly states that women's education has to be re-
evaluated as including the domestic expectations placed upon them by soceity, by men and 
other women; re-thinking the woman in a new image, the image of Aurora as a rolemodel, 
this can be done.
 
As a crossroad between genres Aurora Leigh is also a work in which many ideas meet. We 
notice oppositions in the characters through strong and weak natures and through rebellious 
and conventional women. As for the message it states that it is possible to combine a happy 
family life with a successful career, and thus it shows that women's conditions can be 
altered. We also notice that this message along with the emancipating though radical ideas 
are not subliminally expressed as we could expect from a book that is half-poetry in terms 
of genre. It would be characteristic for a poem to indirectly make a point through imagery, 
references or fantasy. But throughout this work we are confronted with women's issues like 
employment, marriage, sexual and violent abuse of women and domestic education. Our 
colorful characters barely use figures of speech to criticize the ideas, they do not approve of.
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Analysis of Christina Rossetti's Goblin Market (1862)
 
Goblin Market is an epic poem also known as a story poem. It's defined by its' lengthy and 
narrative character ordinarily concerning serious subjects, great deeds and events significant
to a certain culture or national cause. Christina Rossetti was quite a famous poet, she mostly
wrote children’s poetry and romantic poetry. As a woman she was very inspired by Florence
Nightingale and the notion of the professional sisterhoods emerging between women in the 
Victorian age, which can be seen interpretively in Goblin Market.
 
Plot
The story of the poem revolves around two close sisters, Laura and Lizzie as well as the 
goblins to which the title refers. Although the sisters seem to be quite young, and are not yet
married, they live alone and do house chores together. In the beginning of the poem the 
goblin merchants come out at twilight and Laura lingers to see them, where Lizzie is 
cautious and does not want to have anything to do with them. That night Laura eats the 
goblin fruits, which no mortal man can carry. They are described as being rich in flavor and 
variety, and she relishes in the feast with them. This seals her fate; she goes looking for 
them every night henceforth but with no luck.
 
The unquenchable thirst and hunger for the exotic fruits renders her grey and lifeless, and 
she withers before her sisters eyes. Ultimately Lizzie confronts her fear of the goblin 
merchant men to save her sisters life. They try to convince her to stay and enjoy the feast 
with them, but Lizzie is strong and remembers what happens to girls who succumb to their 
temptation. In the end the goblins are stricken by rage, since the time is almost up as the sun
is about to rise. They try to force Lizzie instead; they torture her and taunt her, but since it is
no use Lizzie returns untainted to her sister and provides her with the antidote that saves her 
life.
 
Language and Imagery
 
Goblin Market is a narrative poem. However, we easily notice that it does not follow the 
usual pattern of many poems. The form is irregular, whether it concerns the size of the 
stanzas, the number of syllables or the rhymes. The first stanza is made of 31 lines and the 
second of 16 lines and the third one of 33 lines; there is no regularity. Each line does not 
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have the same number of syllables, and thus the metric is irregular as well. The main feature
of poetry is the images it creates by the use of tropes. We will attempt to make a list of the 
most common and interpret them in the literary and historical context of the poem. Most of 
the rhymes made in the poem are in fact figures of speech called paronomasia like the few 
following examples:
 
''One began to weave a crown
Of tendrils, leaves, and rough nuts brown'' (99-100)
''Like the watch-tower of a town
Which an earthquake shatters down,'' (515-516)
 
The rhymes are also created in a certain way by the use of the epiphora: ''Leering at each 
other, […] Signaling each other,'' (93-95). Also there is an extensive use of the leitmotiv 
''Come buy, come buy'' in line 4, 31, 90 or 104, which creates a rhythm in the poem. In the 
same way repetitions are used to emphasize words; ''She suck'd and suck'd and suck'd the 
more'' (134). The Goblins use accumulations to enumerate what they sell giving an 
exhaustive list of their goods. They thus use the lexical field of fruits;
 
''Apples and quinces,
Lemons and oranges,
Plump unpeck'd cherries,
Melons and raspberries,
Bloom-down-cheek'd peaches,
Swart-headed mulberries,
Wild free-born cranberries,
Crab-apples, dewberries,
Pine-apples, blackberries,
Apricots, strawberries;-'' (5-14)
 
Several examples of anaphoras are disseminated in the poem. The example added below is 
in a ternary rhythm and describes the behavior of the goblins; they act as a unified group, 
but the anaphora of ''one'' shows their individuality as well: ''One hauls a basket, One bears a
plate, One lugs a golden dish'' (56-58). A parallelism is found later in the work. The 
compositions of the phrases are similar and in the example below, the pattern occurs in a 
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ternary rhythm:
 
''Sweeter than honey from the rock,
Stronger than man-rejoicing wine,
Clearer than water flow'd that juice;'' (129-131)
 
A lot of comparisons punctuate the poem by the use of several figures of speech. The most 
obvious is the simile as in this line: ''Like two pigeons in one nest'' (185). The metaphors are
present as well: ''Her tree of life droop'd from the root'' (260). The tree represents Laura's 
energy and health. The drooping of it depicts the loss of her energy and her approaching 
death. The golden lock of hair that Laura gives to the goblins can be seen as an extended 
metaphor for purity, which means that the character loses this, when she removes that part 
of her hair. In the same way we can assess, that the fruits the goblins want to sell, symbolize
the sin referring to the apple in Christian mythology. Other analogies are built by associating
human characteristics to non-living items. In this example the moon and the stars use their 
metaphorical eyes to observe the sisters, and the wind sings to them: ''Moon and stars gaz'd 
in at them, Wind sang to them lullaby,'' (192-192). The opposite can be found as well in the 
way of zoomorphisms. In this quote the goblins are given animal characteristics:
 
''The cat-faced purr'd,
The rat-faced spoke a word
Of welcome, and the snail-paced even was heard;
One parrot-voiced and jolly
Cried « Pretty Goblin » still for « Pretty Polly; »-
One whistled like a bird'' (110-114)
 
Some other figures of speech can be observed in the work but we found no point in 
analysing them, as they do not serve a purpose in this particular project. We can assert they 
are here to give a poetic form to the work. Among these tropes can be seen the metonymy 
used several times: ''I have no copper in my purse, I have no silver either,'' (118-119). 
''Golden head by golden head'' (184); the adjective ''golden'' refers to the color of the hair, 
but it stand for the whole head. Eventually the poem ends with a figure of rhetoric; the 
eulogy of sisterhood. Laura tells the story of her savior, her sister, and enumerates some 
qualities relating to sisterhood:
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''For there is no friend like a sister
In calm or stormy weather;
To cheer one on the tedious way,
To fetch one if one goes astray,
To lift one if one totters down,
To stregthen whilst one stands.'' (563-568)
 
Symbolism
The most prominent symbol of the story; the goblin fruits, become a symbol of sexual 
pleasure and eroticism. They are also symbols of how forbidden it is for women to 
embellish in such things. This relates to the Victorian belief of female purity and innocence 
in a sexual context. The story depicts how a tainted woman like Laura then must pay the 
price for her lechery;
 
“But when the noon wax’d bright
Her hair grew thin and grey;
She dwindled, as the fair full moon doth turn
To swift decay and burn
Her fire away.” (l. 202-207)
 
There are clear biblical references to the seduction in Paradise, where Adam and Eve eat 
from the forbidden fruit and as a result are cast out from the garden. The goblin fruits also 
condemn Laura; she is no longer allowed in the goblin realm and can no longer hear their 
call.
The goblins could be symbolizing men in general, since they are one of the rare male figures
mentioned in the story. However, it’s more likely that they are mainly representing the 
concept of male seduction, that women must avoid to stay pure, since the source of their 
powers, their fruits, are not connected to mortal men and would wither in mortal men’s' 
hands;
 
“Such fruits as these
No man can carry:
Half their bloom would fly,
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Half their dew would dry,” (l. 375-378)
 
The characters themselves become symbols as well; Laura symbolises the fallen woman, 
who succumbs to temptation and must be redeemed from her sins in order to be saved. 
Lizzie becomes the symbol of purity and angelic sacrifice. She embodies a female Christ, 
who suffers to save her beloved sister, as Christ himself suffered for the sins of mortals. This
also makes her the symbol of the ideal Victorian woman, where Laura is the disobedient 
impure woman and the victim in need of saving. However, it could also be said that Laura 
shows male features, and Lizzie could be the symbol of the feminine, according to the 
actions they take when they see the goblins. It is obvious that Laura is more daring and 
courageous; on the other hand the younger sister Lizzie is more cautious and timid; 
 
“Oh,” cried Lizzie, “Laura, Laura,
You should not peep at goblin men.”
Lizzie cover’d up her eyes,
Cover’d close lest they should look;
Laura rear’d her glossy head,
And whisper’d like the restless brook:
“Look, Lizzie, look, Lizzie,”(48-54)
 
Themes
The themes we have chosen to focus on in this analysis have been sorted and picked in 
accordance with the themes of the project in general to show congruence and wholeness. 
The themes we have chosen to discuss in the following are sexuality, sisterhood and religion
on which this work has its' focus, as opposed to Aurora Leigh which focused more on 
marriage, education and employment.
 
Sexuality
Sexuality as described as main theme in the poem can be both loving and enjoyably but also
dangerous and corruptive. This conflict is shown through the different sexual encounters; 
Laura’s erotic orgy with the goblin men, Lizzie’s molestation and the love scene between 
the sisters in the end, that is the climax of the poem. Laura’s orgy in the beginning seems 
enjoyable for all parties but hearing Lizzie’s warning about, what happened to Jeanie “who 
should have been a bride,” we also know that this ravenous behavior will cost her. In this 
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case the cost is her spiritual purity and ultimately also her life. When Lizzie goes to save her
sister by attaining the antidote from the goblin men, she is offered the same carnal joys but 
refuses them. As a result she is raped and molested; 
 
“Lashing their tails 
They trod and hustled her,
Elbowed and jostled her. 
Clawed with their nails, 
Barking, mewing, hissing, mocking, 
Tore her gown and soiled her stocking.” (l. 398-403)
 
Casey offers the possibility that Lizzie and Laura are equal in spite of the traditional 
hierarchy of the dogmatic roles of the redeemer and the redeemed, because Laura learns 
from Lizzies’ cautiousness and Laura learns to enjoy the sinfulness of the flesh through her 
molestation (Casey, 1991: 69). This notion we do not agree upon, since we can find no 
references in the poem of Lizzie enjoying her abuse. Staying true to her cause Lizzie returns
with her purity intact; not sick with sin like her sister and not spiritually tainted, but elevated
by her resistance and sacrifice she saves both herself and her sister. Being herself the 
antidote for Laura's moral illness, she cures her with kisses and lovemaking, which becomes
the last of the sexual encounters in the poem;
 
“Did you miss me?
Come and kiss me.
Never mind my bruises,
Hug me, kiss me, suck my juices
Squeez’d from goblin fruits for you,
Goblin pulp and goblin dew.
Eat me, drink me, love me;
Laura, make much of me;” (l.462-469)
 
This last encounter has also been much discussed as a feminist trait of the poem, since it is 
the love between two women that ultimately saves them both. The encounter embodies the 
fusion of the joys of both spiritual and carnal love dogmatically reserved for man and wife. 
It seems the ideal compromise that solves the sexual conflict of the story, but it is more 
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likely, considering the androgynous characteristics of the roles in mind, that Rossetti only 
means to make this compromise possible and indeed available for all.
 
Sisterhood
Perhaps the strongest theme of this poem is sisterhood. The bond between Laura and Lizzie 
is strongly depicted through the story. The context in which the story plays out also favors, 
however subtly, the companionship between two women as opposed to a man and a woman.
Lizzie and Laura lives alone, we hear of no parents, partners or guardians in the household. 
They are infinitely tied to each other so much in fact, that some critics entertain the 
possibility of them being two sides of one person (Casey, 1991: 67). The bond between 
sisters is described as being a mutual connection of love and care but also of responsibility 
and solidarity. When Laura falls into temptation and goes with the goblin men to be seduced
by their addictive fruits, Lizzie as the righteous sister does not pass judgment on her. Instead
she is wrecked with worry and seeks to warn and guide her fallen companion; moreover 
there is no rivalry between them. This is interesting, because French states, that the reasons 
for sisterhood falling short in the Victorian times were just these; rivalry and pious judgment
(French, 2008: 252, 253). The bond between them is in other words, an iconic 
representation of sisterhood in its’ best form.
 
Speculations have been made, according to the connection between the author’s interest and 
this particular theme, because Rossetti herself was very fascinated by the new assemblies of 
women. Sisterhoods emerged around the world dedicated to nursing war veterans, caring for
the poor and homeless, caring for orphaned children and rehabilitating prostitutes and other 
disgraced women. Sisterhoods as institutions without specific religious purposes were very 
new to society, and this idea appealed to a lot of women, because it offered opportunities for
meaningful work, education and independence. 
 
Especially Florence Nightingale, who believed the natural role for the female as a nurturer 
and caretaker to take even heroic proportions, was a front figure for the 19th century notion 
of sisterhood. In connection with Miss Nightingale’s beliefs some female writers even 
opposed the suffragist movement, stating that women, already holding moral superiority 
over men, didn’t need secular influence (Casey, 1991: 64). The women of this opinion 
embraced the role of a domesticated caretaker, because they didn’t consider themselves 
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belittled by it, but elevated by it, and also because they, in opposition to men, through the 
role of the nurturer attained spiritual superiority, which to them meant infinitely more than 
secular benefits.
 
However, the idea of sisterhood as described in Goblin Market, is not an idea that belittles 
men either. Rather it reveals the underlying concept that both traditional ‘male’ and ‘female’
roles are available to everyone. In the end of the narrative poem, both characters have 
recognized the value of the erotic and spiritual sides of love and realized the strength of 
interaction rather than isolation. Therefore it is possible to say, by expressing the ideal 
sisterhood Rossetti tries to extend this conviction to relationships between women and men, 
and suggest that “sisterhood” doesn’t have to contain only females.
 
Religion
The theme of Christian religion is implied in Goblin Market through metaphors and 
references. In fact the whole poem is the story of mortal redemption; a young woman 
absolved by her sister. Many clues must be found to understand the religious tone of the 
text. First we will focus on the antagonists of the story; the goblins. The choice of depicting 
the antagonists as these fairytale creatures is not coincidental; their physical appearance is 
familiar to the one of the snake, which represents the devil in the creational myth. They have
a reptilian appearance, their skin is green and they have snake-like features. As the serpent 
living in the Garden of Eden tempts Eve, the goblin men tempt one of the protagonists to 
commit sin. 
 
The goblin fruits are called ''forbidden,'' as the biblical apple. Moreover we find the 
metaphor of the ''tree of life'' to describe Laura's energy disappearing. The Tree of Life is 
one of the two trees growing in the Garden of Eden, the other one being the Tree of 
Knowledge; the first one provides food for the residents of the Garden, the latter one is 
characterized by the forbidden fruit. The golden hair of the girls is also a symbol of their 
purity. We can interpret it as their virginity; when Lizzie gives a lock of hair to the goblins, 
it is implied that she loses her chastity. Her hair turning grey, as if of age, means implicitly 
that as she is no longer a virgin, she will never be married. She will remain single for the 
rest of her life and eventually die alone. 
 
It is strongly related to the concept of the fallen woman; women who lost their virginity 
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before marriage were not much esteemed during the Victorian Era; they were expelled from 
home and were thus condemned to prostitution, begging or starvation. We can see a 
correlation between the main characters of the tale and the inhabitants of the Garden of 
Eden; Laura is related to Eve, she is the one who is tempted by sin and attempts to convince 
her partner. Lizzie is a stronger character than Adam, since she is not convinced. This can 
also be a way of showing female strength over male.
Religion as a Victorian idea is shown subliminally through representations of the 
molestation and torture of Christ, here illustrated through Lizzie, through which she is 
reborn as a redeemer and savior of innocence, as she has suffered for the sins of her sister. 
Also the 'antidote' she gives Laura is represented by the sacrament of communion, which in 
Christian dichotomy is the sacrament of absolution. .
 
Lizzie decides to meet the goblins to find a remedy for her sister. They beat her and molest 
her and when she comes back home, she succeeds in saving her sister. This is where the line
''Eat me, drink me, love me'' (472) intervenes. This is an explicit reference to the Christian 
Communion; a sacrament during which the believer is absolved from her or his sins by 
metaphorically eating the flesh of Christ and drinking his blood. In this passage Lizzie 
embodies the Christ figure; she erases Laura's sin by granting her absolution. The fact that 
she is beaten and molested by the antagonists can also symbolize Jesus being molested and 
tortured before his crucifixion and his rebirth as the original redeemer.
 
The theme of redemption is very important in this poem because it depicts a hierarchy that 
is torn down through the story; it is through Laura’s fall, that Lizzie finds her courage and 
braves the glen to test her strength. It is through passing this test, that she is spiritually 
reborn. It is through Lizzie’s sacrifice that Laura is reborn from very eminent death, and 
delivered to spiritual purity once more. As spiritually reborn both can then marry, and pass 
on their moral and spiritual wisdom to their offspring. Helene Cixous’ conception of 
patriarchal thought, stated that the weaker side of the polarities, such as erotic love is 
traditionally associated with women who then, in Christian dogma, are “the redeemed.” The
higher spiritual love, and the stronger sides of polarities were associated with men. (Casey, 
1991: 66). 
 
It was thought that the concepts belonging to men were superior to the ones of female 
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character. Through the different actions of Laura and Lizzie Rossetti shows, that females 
can possess the role of the fallen, the helper and the redeemer, thus opposing traditional 
biblical dichotomy where the woman had always occupied the role of either the fallen or the
helper of the male redeemer. She doesn’t show us a happy ending by giving us a world 
without men, but a world where all are allowed to play all parts. Rossetti breaks the 
traditional patriarchal conception by putting both polarities in both characters, which are 
then at once both male and female, redeemer, redeemed and helper.
 
Message
In Goblin Market Christina Rossetti conveys many feminist ideas in an implicit way that we
believe to be connected to the message of her work. Through the story of Laura and Lizzie 
she attempts to convey several positive messages. The aim of the poem is to show, that men 
and women are equal. There are only female protagonists, but they both have male and 
female characteristics, which are reversed and changed throughout the story; in the 
beginning Laura is the protagonist, she is the brave character; the one who 'acts', a feature 
originally reserved for men. 
 
As for Lizzie she remains femininely passive. The roles are then reversed when Laura is 
sick and pines away at home. She becomes the passive one while Lizzie becomes active. 
This implies that men and women can incarnate both male and female features. In Victorian 
ideology females have the holy role of nurturers; the ones who are passive and take care of 
the others, whereas males embody the acting roles and are responsible for moving the plot 
forward. Rossetti wants to show that male and female roles should belong to anyone. The 
story of the sisters shows that we are all dependent on each other, one will always need 
someone else regardless of gender. 
 
Another message of the story is that we all have the power and responsibility to forgive 
sinners. Sin is not a fatality, and Rossetti wants to demonstrate, that we can all be redeemed,
and should all be redeemers. In the poem we notice that both sisters are equal; one does not 
have a stronger personality than the other, and none is morally superior; Lizzie does not 
judge Laura or blame her for her sin, instead she is focused on saving her. Finally, Rossetti 
wanted to tell women, that they should be content with their current situation in society. She
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believed as it had been believed for centuries, that women were naturally born nurturers, 
and that there was nothing degrading in that. The key concepts this links to in feminist 
theory is of course the notion of sisterhood and womens employment and education; the 
perception of women's natural and godgiven nurturing abilities would label their role in 
society for decades to come. Though it can be argued that this is a feminist idea, that 
hightens women's status in society, one cannot get around the fact, that it is still an idea of 
restriction.
In Goblin Market we also notice an implicit critique of the extreme attention paid to women 
during the Victorian Era. Women were utterly forbidden to commit what was said to be 
sinful behaviour especially connected to chastity and virginity. As opposed to men they were
scritunized for the slightest mistakes in this area. The women, who had had physical 
relations before marriage, were most often rejected and desinherited. Sins doomed young 
girls, and this doom is represented in the poem by Laura, who needs to be redeemed
not to die. This problem did not concern men, for they were not to be worried if they 
committed a carnal sin. Women on the other hand were considered the guardians of purity 
and harmony, and any mistake of theirs was of serious issue. In Rossetti's work if we 
consider that the goblins represent men, or at least the male side of things, their behavior 
could imply that sin was not an important issue regarding men; the goblins are the evil 
antagonists, they are sinful and represent temptation, and yet they do not die or get ill. 
Rossetti could be criticizing this double-standarded convention in society. Primarily sin 
provokes unfortune for women, whereas men were not condemned for their mistakes. 
Besides as we have seen, Rossetti imagines a society where all can embody male and female
features as they like, which is a sign of equality. In this type of society if men committing a 
sin are tolerated, sinful women should be tolerated too. This leads us to think that Laura 
may not need redemption in the story since men wouldn't, because the idea implies that sex 
before marriage is not a sin. In this interpretation of the story the author points at unequality 
in society's norms and criticizes an era made of illogical virtues.
 
All this leads us to a partial conclusion that the women's perspective is a tragic one. We have
learned from the analysis that whatever way we look at it, even from opposing feminist 
ideas, if we are to trust the literary representations here, the conditions under which women 
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lived in Victorian time were terribly restrained. This tragedy shows through almost all 
elements of the works; themes the authors have chosen, the symbols they use, the language 
and dialouges where ideas and opinions are shared and the messages they convey.
Concluding the analysis we have successfully studied the texts through close-reading, we 
have described the natures of the works through their different elements, and furthermore 
shown what feminist concepts are revealed and how they are highlighted through the works.
The feminist literary criticism is shown through the focus of the analysis; the feminist 
agenda. We have insisted on showing the female view on both societal problems and 
conflicts, and the problems and conflicts of each story and how one can connect the two. 
Thus we have shown what feminist concepts are illustrated in the works and how, answering
one of our research questions. We will elaborate on this in the following interpretation and 
discussion stepping away from the close-reading. 
Interpretation and further discussion
We will now discuss the works in comparison to each other, and to the theory we have read 
earlier. The aim of this section is to connect our findings in the analysis to a broader 
perspective on feminism, Victorian time and literature. This is connected to the research 
question concerning what kind of influence the context has on the works, and why and how 
the authors are criticising Victorian norms. 
 
Generally both works have a strong but different focus on gender, which then becomes a 
general theme. In Aurora Leigh Elizabeth Barrett Browning describes the image of the 
female by creating three different types of female characters through the work. One is the 
heroic woman who is independent and eager to make a career as an artist, the other is the 
Victorian woman who has been dependent on men all her life and is living a quiet life not 
seeking any activities beyond the household, church and charities such as the aunt or Lady 
Waldemar. The last is the victim; the woman who must rise up and break the pattern of 
Victorian oppression, and rediscover herself as independent. On the other hand she depicts 
the image of male by showing the inequalities of the patriarchal society created by men, 
instead of simply putting the typical characteristics into a male character. Society then 
becomes a male character in itself. 
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In Goblin Market Christina Rossetti clearly describes both gender images without putting 
any male characters in the poem. She creates two female main characters and then bestows 
masculine characteristics to one and more feminine features to another. Then she reverses 
the features. In her work the general image of both genders is well defined by the action and
behavior of the two characters and their mixed characteristics. Although the female is 
expressed more cautious, prudent and timid, she is also the redeemer, who is usually male, 
and the nurturer, who is usually female. The male is more daring and courageous but also 
shows weakness as lustful and sinful; lacking morality. In the climax of the poem she 
merges these two contrary characteristics and illustrates the equality between genders. It is 
possible to say, that although both works have quite similar gender images, each one has a 
different perspective and aim.
 
The works both focus on the bond between women. Sisterhood, or the notion of women 
pulling together instead of separating, is also a general theme. It's emphasised through both 
works, directly in Goblin Market, but also through the friendship of the 'cast out' women, 
Aurora and Marian, in Aurora Leigh. It is interesting to see, how this notion is perceived 
differently by the two authors; where female companionship through charitable institutions 
is very prominent for Rossetti for example, it is the object of ridicule and falsehood in 
Aurora Leigh.
 
Comparisons
The two poems are difficult to compare, in Aurora Leigh the author is quite overt in the 
portrait of gender and conflicts between man and woman. The message is quite direct. In 
Goblin Market the message is more covered in lingual imagery and is narrated like a fairy 
tale; we have to 'unpack' it in order to see the layers underneath. Even though both are 
fiction, Aurora Leigh seems more realistic; as a story than could happen in real life in the 
Victorian era.
 
Feminism
The portraits of feminism are also conveyed quite differently in the two works; in Aurora 
Leigh the purpose is to show through troubles and conflict that a compromise between the 
genders can be reached, and should be, to the benefit of all. In Goblin Market feminism 
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gains a more androgynous side; the female characters are used to embody all gender roles as
one unity, so as to not just coexist as in Aurora Leigh but actually to some degree become 
one another. The feminist ideas in the two works are very different almost opposed to one 
another. The idea in Aurora Leigh is to motivate women to take their secular rights by 
revolution, as Aurora aims to do with her radical choices. The idea in Goblin Market is to 
highlight the fact, that women's place in society is already superior to men's, and that 
women don't need the vote or to engage in secular professional matters, because the real 
power, being moral and spiritual power, is already theirs. These methods of conveying 
feminism both work, even though they have different aims. Elisabeth Barrett Browning 
succeeds in making us cheer for Aurora's cause, however we also agree upon her flaws, and 
we agree upon the compromise between male and female life. Rossetti also succeeds in 
making the archetypical male and female roles available for us all, and we as readers 
believe, this is the way to harmony. This also connects to why they are criticising the ruling 
norms of Victorian society; one believes women are oppressed by society both politically, 
physically and sexually and aims to end this by making them equal in secular rights. One 
believes women are oppressed by society mainly mentally and spiritually, and aims to 
change this by keeping the norms but re-thinking them in a feminist way, realising women's 
full potential within the areas they have been given. 
 
Characters
There are similarities between Laura and Aurora in the fact that they are both rebels, and 
both step out of the conventions of a Victorian woman, and both have typical male 
characteristics even though they are female characters. However they do it different ways; 
Laura gives up her purity to enjoy the erotic side of her sex, Aurora gives up her 
womanhood in order to enjoy the free and professional life of a man. Both are eventually 
happily married though, after being saved, one by herself, one by her sister. There is also a 
clear similarity between Marian Erle and Lizzie, both are innocent and pure women who are
molested by male characters, but through the loss of their purity find their independence and
eventually become stronger.
 
Thus having discussed these works, we have successfully connected our findings to the 
broader however differing perspectives of feminism conveyed through these works. Also we
have clearly stated how and why our authors criticise Victorian society and argued how they
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are similar and how they are different, giving a wholesome view on the literature chosen for 
the project, and what it tells us. In the following we will move on to the conclusion of the 
project describing our findings and how they connect to our research questions and primary 
assumption creating an open ending to the field we have studied.
Conclusion
Conclusive for this project is, that Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Cristiana Rossetti had 
opposed feminist ideas and showed them in different ways. Although we believe, it is also 
possible to conclude the verification of our primary assumption; these writers did have a 
feminist agenda behind their works. Aurora’s rejection of her cousin’s proposal and her 
aspiration to be a female poet we regard as subversive towards Victorian space-gendering, 
which aimed to keep women in the domestic sphere. Also the tragic story of Marian Erle is 
an example. Elizabeth Barrett Browning directly expressed her dissatisfaction and anger 
towards the patriarchal society through her work by using irony, ridicule and pointing out 
nonsense and obsolete ideas about women. Cristiana Rossetti stressed the issues of 
sisterhood and sexuality; she emphasized the equality of man and woman by merging the 
characteristics of both genders without simply denying the presence of gender roles. 
As for our research questions both works contain a variety of feminist concepts. Each writer
expressed them using different methods; Browning especially stressed the issue of single 
women and the difficulty of women’s career and education by illustrating the unequal and 
disadvantaged situation through the trials of her female characters. We can also conclude 
that each work had significant influence on society. There is no doubt that Aurora Leigh was
accepted by several feminist activists. For instance, during the time that she was working on 
Aurora Leigh, she cooperated with one of the most famous feminist activists Bessie Rayner 
Park, and she published a new journal for women. However, her feminist idea in Aurora 
Leigh was not generally accepted, because the direct expressions in her work were often 
criticized as too effusive, too wayward, too hysteric, too flimsy and overall too womanly 
(Leighton, 1999; 383).
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In contrast with this, we believe it is safe to conclude that Goblin Market was more broadly 
supported in society, because Cristiana Rossetti’s feminist idea was intensively popular 
among women in the era. Her covert and virtuous method of expressing the strengths of the 
feminine, we conclude to be one of the main reasons for the popularity. Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning aimed to make the actual revolutionary change in patriarchal society, as Aurora 
aims to do. She highlighted the sense of injustice perpetrated against the weak to break the 
Victorian domestic ideology, believing it to be the obstacle between women and their 
independence. Cristian Rossetti insists upon the necessity of unity and solidarity in Goblin 
Market. She claims that both genders are equally important, and are dependent on each 
other. Although she suggests that both genders should be able to play any roles in the 
society, she also claims that nurturing and mothering roles should be ideally taken by 
women. 
Perspective and further research
There has been done a lot of different research on this particular subject. For us the 
challenge was to focus mainly on poetry and the literary means of conveying feminist ideas,
but for further research it might be valuable to add a broader perspective on literature of the 
time, not excluding other genres. Also it might bring something new to the field, if the 
works were put into context with feminist literature of present times; a historical overview 
of how feminist literature has shaped society, and been shaped by society, would definitely 
be of interest. It would be valuable for the cause in our times, to see how the feminist key 
issues have changed, and what new has been brought in since the beginning of feminism. In 
addition to this, a comparative study of the depiction of women through male literature and 
through female literature would also disclose some new findings. 
The Victorian literary studies can be seen as the intervention of feminist scholarship. The 
field of feminism in the Victorian academy still has much to offer. There is still much to do 
in recovering the lost voice of women, not simply in terms of reproducing texts, but also in 
terms of finding ways of reading them which do not misinterpret them. Even when they lost 
their popularity in the early twentieth-century because of the new trends of the feminist 
sensibility, being dry, intellectual and dispassionate, there is no doubt that Victorian poetry 
still contains the vital importance for the history of feminism, and has intensive influence to 
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the women in the era. There is a huge amount of feminism literary works which are written 
by not only upper-middle class of women but also working class of women. For further 
research this should also be covered. Even if it has been said that the initiator of the 
Victorian feminism is middle-class women, it is also significantly important to hear their 
voice when studying the Victorian feminism, because a number of serious women's issues 
occurred especially in the working-class. For example, in working-class households the 
labor of the wife was huge, even if she was not engaging in paid work outside the home. 
According to this there were much higher demands on the working-class women than upper-
middle class women. Just as Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Cristiana Rossetti have 
opposed feminism ideas, a large number of feminist writers believed in different kinds of 
feminism, and expressed them in their own characteristic methods. This is also a subject of 
research that may be very relevant. Some addressed stylistic considerations polemically 
others more obliquely. By looking into women’s issues through various points of feminist 
perspectives, a number of new facts and unexpected veracity could be found. 
By comparing today’s society with Victorian society, we can easily recognize how society 
has been changed, and what has not. Although, there is no doubt that women have gained 
much more power in a variety areas; work, politics and home, there are still several 
obstacles which prevent women’s social advancement in today’s society. It is quite difficult 
to claim that present societies have completed all the tasks presented by Victorian feminist 
writers even if it has been more than a hundred years. Conclusively it is possible to say that 
it is extensively significant to re-read and unpack Victorian literature more carefully.
With this we wholeheartedly conclude the project. We have shown what women’s issues are 
illustrated through Aurora Leigh and Goblin Market and how, depicted what kind of 
influence the Victorian era has had on the works and vice versa, highlighted how these 
authors developed feminist concepts through their works and explained why and how they 
criticised the ruling norms of Victorian society. Moreover we have verified our primary 
assumption; that these authors have a feminist agenda behind their works, and shown in 
what ways these agendas differ from each other.
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